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Sam Raimi However, in the four years since the last Halloween, Hollywood has been keeping one
of the series' least lucrative properties alive through two TV films, a couple of video games, and
a steady trickle of exploitation epics. What does that mean for the series? On the plus side, the
new crop of Halloween movies have more than a passing connection to the films of the
Carpenter, the filmmakers' fondest point of reference. But Halloween III and the 1990 television
feature were overshadowed by a whole new generation of once-temporary slashers who have
proven to be, for the most part, brutally enduring. If there is any consolation to be had, it lies in
the fact that, as Hollywood prepares to open the spooky Oct. 22, 1981-slasher holy grail, we are
back with a series that is very much in the making. "I feel like the motivation for this movie is, if
it can be a tough sell to make a movie in this day and age," says producer Debra Hill (the first of
many Halloween producers who work in both the film and television world). "We've been able to
make every part of this movie for a fraction of what it would cost. It's a celebration of the
Halloween franchise. "The movie is still in the pret-production stage, but I wanted to come to the
party and say, 'Look, I made this, I produced it,'" she continues, referencing the up-front efforts
that went into the film that became Tales from the Crypt. "This is a new incarnation of
Halloween -- we have to start again. We have to start over, and this is a celebration. So whether
people like it or don't like it, we're still celebrating." The easy 'no-brainer' answer to the question
of where and when the horror anthology series might live again would probably be 1981. That's
when a combination of forces -- the oft-forgotten 1982 theatrical version, Sam Raimi's bluntly
modern spin on the franchise and (most importantly) the mammoth marketing campaign that
served up the phenomenon that was the original Halloween on TV -- made the series' eventual
return to theaters a done deal. Though it was another three years before the series returned to
theaters with Halloween II (the sequel's production debut taking place in 1990, yet to be brought
to DVD), it wasn't until 1996 that a compilation of six episodes was released as Halloween: The
Curse of Michael Myers,
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